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‘Will they become the next cyber weapons?’…the drones are coming 

• Recently, drones have shown promise in becoming utilized as cyber weapons. The strongest feats of the drones is that they are 

maneuverable with only 30 minutes of practice and that they are not very expensive.  

• According to Level 7 Expertise, an organization specializing in research concerned with drone attacks, they have discovered that drones 

could be attacked through various means such as capturing their data and making a hole in the drone wings by di0srupting the network 

the drone functions in.  

• There are currently attempts in South Korea to ban drones from being maneuvered in restricted areas such as airports  by installing the 

Geofence software. However, due to the large distribution of hacking tools and hacking methods, Geofence and other software have not 

proven to be of much help in restricting drones.  

• Security experts have pointed out that drone technology is not at a stage to be an immediate threat. However, they emphasized that 

attacks on drones would be difficult to detect with current security devices thus, calling a need for new countermeasures for these potential 

attacks.  

‘I only aim for the rich’…Warning! Scattering ransomware changes strategy to targeting specific 

subjects 

• The total number of ransomwares in 2018 has dropped, however hackers have changed their ways and have started to target large 

companies in an attempt to gain large returns. 

• According to Code42, companies who have been attacked by ransomwares have generally decided to pay the hackers through 

descrambling. This is because the hackers are targeting large organizations which are financially stable and can afford to pay the ransom.   

• CrowdStrike have stated that four main culprits, Boss Spider, Indrik Spider, Grim Spider, Pinch Spider are asking for a higher price each 

time by systematically paralyzing the whole organization and that companies to be aware of these attacks.  

‘From US to Norway’…ransomware attack aimed at large IT manufacturing system continues 

• In Jackson County located, in Georgia, US, a ransomware attack paralyzed the whole IT infrastructure with the exception of the town’s 

911 emergency system. Since Jackson county did not have any backup on their systems, the county paid the hacker 100 bitcoins (apprx. 

400,000 USD) in order to recover their systems.  

• Norsk Hydro, the world’s largest aluminum manufacturer, was also attacked by a ransomware which caused them to experience difficulties 

with their main manufacturing facilities. Due to the delay in aluminum manufacture, the world’s aluminum price increased 1.2% after the 

ransomware attack on Norsk Hydro. 

Monthly Security Issue 01 

‘Frenemies within’…Bitsum has been withdrawn abnormally, could someone have hacked from 

within? 

• On the 29th of March, Bitsum, a cryptocurrency exchange, cryptocurrency equating to approximately 21.5 billion KRW (19 million USD) has 

been abnormally withdrawn. 

• According to inspections carried out by Bitsum, there have been no traces of intrusions from outside. There have also been no client 

information leaks. This allowed Bitsum to conclude that the incident was caused to an employee which had negative feelings toward the 

company.  

• However, some have pointed out that an absence of intrusion from the outside does not necessary mean that there has not been a hack. 

Even employees may not have access to specific files if they are not authorized, therefore accessing such files can be seen as a form of 

hacking.  

• Experts within the industry are pointing out that Bitsum have not sufficiently prepared for the hack even with the rising number of 

cryptocurrency exchange related security incidents.  
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‘In cold blood’…Warning! Phishing mails being distributed about major tragic incident. 
 

• Many people have been enraged towards a malicious phishing mail which utilized the New Zealand shooting incident and the recent 

Boeing 737 Max Crash Incident as the subject.  

• According to New Zealand's CERT Center, there has been an increase emails phishing for donations and sending fake bank account 

numbers and phishing links.  

• According to the 360 Threat Intelligence Center hackers have been disguising themselves as private investigators and have been 

distributing malicious files. The hackers would tell the victims that the files were intelligence files which contained information on which 

airplane would crash next.  

‘Wouldn’t you like to try out the new Sili Anti Virus Scanner?’…malicious file disguised as North 

Korean anti-virus program discovered 

• Recently, a malicious code disguised as the North Korean anti-virus program Sili Anti Virus Scanner(실리왁찐) has been found on the 

malicious code sharing site Virus Total.  

• According to EST Security, the seems to have been generated on the 13th of March and distributed throughout North Korea on the 15th of 

the same month. This attack is meaningful since the attack orginated from outside North Korea’s extremely segregated Network.  

• However, the intent behind uploading this file is still unknown. 

Massive attack on supply chain targeting over a million ASUS computers 

• The software update system of Taiwan computer manufacturer ASUS has been hacked. This has lead to a massive supply chain attack 

which distributed backdoors to a million ASUS computers. The attack has been able to avoid detection for a long time since the malicious 

code would not activate unless it is installed on the target computer.  

• According to Kaspersky, the hackers planted the malware in the server which automatically distributes ASUS update software and 

firmware disguised as the real product. The hackers were able to get their hand on the official authentication(code signs) which allowed 

the fake update to remain undetected.  

• The attack seems to have been carried out between June and November of 2018. All the clients which activated ASUS’s live update 

seems to have been affected by the attack.  

• After registering the MAC address on the ASUS update server, the attacker would specify approximately 600 MAC addresses which would 

download additional malicious codes on the C&C server managed by the hacker. The method in which the hacker obtained the MAC 

addresses and of there are any secondary malicious codes remaining has not been verified, however it has been presumed that the 

hacker was attempting to obtain access to the PC’s.  

‘Your password does not belong to you’…passwords of Facebook users, in their non-coded state, 

have been leaked to Facebook internal employees 

• Millions passwords of Facebook users have been leaked to Facebook employees in a non-coded state. This leak has been happening for 

a ling period of time.  

• According to The Verge and other Media outlets, there seems to have been an error which leaked a maximum of 600 million Facebook 

passwords to employees.  

• Facebook admitted that this error occurred during a security inspection in January. Facebook had stated that they have corrected the error 

and that there is no evidence of user password being leaked to internal employees.  
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IGLOO Statistics 02 

[Table2-1] TOP 10 monthly attack ports 

※ Based on IGLOO SECURITY SOC SIEM data collection 

The HTTP(TCP/80) service port has been confirmed to have the largest share within the collected service 

ports in the month of April. The Telnet(TCP/23) service port has climbed a rank compared to last month 

and the NTP(UDP/123) port has shown a drop in rank. 

Top 10 monthly attack service(port) 

Rank Service(Port) No. of cases Ratio(%) Fluctuation 

1 HTTP(TCP/80) 1,730,094,484 45.18% - 

2 DNS(UDP/53) 758,190,120 19.80% - 

3 Microsoft-DS(TCP/445) 418,679,136 10.93% - 

4 HTTPS(TCP/443) 369,237,491 9.64% - 

5 ICMP(0/ICMP) 173,961,772 4.54% - 

6 SNMP(UDP/161) 138,962,862 3.63% - 

7 IUA(TCP/9900) 103,003,698 2.69% - 

8 Telnet(TCP/23) 62,598,615 1.63% ▲1 

9 NTP(UDP/123) 38,126,111 1.00% ▼1 

10 VCOM(TCP/8001) 36,809,974 0.96% - 

Total 3,829,664,263  100.00% - 

The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according 

to the server(port) and analyzes the attack. Through this process, 

future cyber threats can be predicted. 
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IGLOO Statistics 02 

Monthly attack service(port) cases compared to last month 

[Figure2-1] Top10 monthly attack ports 

The results of the April 2019 event analysis results of each attack service port, the HTTP and DNS 

service ports are continuously showing high shares in the total number of service ports. The HTTP port 

especially, has increased in share by 3% compared to last month and now makes up for 45% of the total 

service ports.  

Brute Force Attacks utilizing the HTTP(TCP/80) service ports are frequently occurring. Other various 

attacks utilizing other vulnerabilities are also occurring. In order to prevent security incidents in advance, 

preventative inspections, vulnerability patches and other periodical security inspections are advised. 
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IGLOO Statistics 02 

TOP 10 monthly attack service patterns 

[Table2-2] Top10 monthly attack patterns 

※ Based on IGLOO SECURITY SOC SIEM data collection 

According to the April 2019 attack event analysis, the FIN Port Scan event has climbed in rank. The Multi 

Packet Inspection, Dcom_TCP_Sweep(MSBlaster Worm  Messenger) events are showing a fall in ranks 

compared to last month. The ICMP Smurf event has newly entered the rankings. 

Rank Pattern No. of Cases  Ratio(%) Fluctuation 

1 SMB Service connect(tcp-445) 633,239,748 64.48% - 

2 ACK Port Scan(F/W Scan) 171,865,400 17.50% - 

3 SYN Port Scan 87,792,202 8.94% - 

4 MySQL-Server Login Brute force 27,371,550 2.79% - 

5 FIN Port Scan 20,368,844 2.07% ▲2 

6 HTTP Login Brute Force 18,794,136 1.91% - 

7 Multi Packet Inspection 7,128,616 0.73% ▼2 

8 ICMP Smurf 5,557,042 0.57% NEW 

9 
MS WINS Server Registration Spoofing Vuln-1 

[Req](UDP-137) 
5,345,482 0.54% - 

10 
Dcom_TCP_Sweep 

(MSBlaster Worm  Messenger) 
4,673,382 0.48% ▼2 

Total 982,136,402 100.00% - 

The IGLOO SECURITY SOC collects data on attacks according 

to the server(port) and analyzes the attack. Through a ranking 

process, future cyber threats become predictable. 
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Monthly attack service incident patterns compared to last month 

IGLOO Statistics 02 

[Figure2-2] Top10 monthly attack patterns 

According to the results of the April 2019 attack event analysis, the detection of ACK Port Scan(F/W 

Scan) and SYN Port Scan events have increased slightly. The total event count seems to have increased 

due to intelligence scanning attacks. 

The majority of the attacks within the TOP 10 are scan or DoS attacks which may effect server traffic. 

The effect in minimal if the attack traffic is small. However, theses attacks may directly affect the service. 

Therefore, measures such as periodical DDOPS penetration tests and blocking unused ports through the 

firewall are necessary. 
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These are the detailed analysis of the TOP10 attack patterns which occurred in the month of April. Each 

vulnerability need to be managed in advanced in accordance with the detailed analysis results of each attack 

pattern. 

IGLOO Statistics 02 

Attack Pattern Detailed Analysis 

SMB Service  

Connect 

(tcp-445) 

Microsoft Windows uses SMB protocol to share files and printer resources with other 

computers. Sharing resources using SMB in older versions (95, 98, Me and NT) of Windows 

used TCP port 137 and 139 and UDP port 138 by executing NETBIOS with NETBIOS over 

TCP/IP. On older versions of Windows 2000/XP, it was possible to run SMB directly through 

TCP/IP on TCP port 445. If the files are shared with easily guessable password or passwords 

are not set, they can suffer from secondary attacks. 

ACK Port Scan 

(F/W Scan) 

ACK Port Scan (F/W Scan) is a type of scanning attack targeting vulnerable ports which are 

allowed to be accessed by firewall policy. Attackers can collect information on vulnerable ports 

by analyzing the returned packet as a response to the packet sent in advance. These attacks 

are not intended to destroy the system but to collect information for planning a scenario 

for secondary attack.  

SYN Port Scan 

In order to hacking the computer (server), the targeted computer sends SYN sequentially or 

infrequently from port number 0 to 65,535 ports to check the SYN/ACK that the server 

responds to as a way to find out if the target computer opens the port of TCP/IP to service. 

MySQL-Server  

Login Brute force 

A brute force attack can be launched against an user account in MySQL. MySQL replies with 

success/error based on supplied credentials and time required for the verification is almost the 

same in either cases. Hence, an attacker can launch brute force attack against a MySQL user 

account at a rapid rate and can try many different passwords. 

FIN PORT SCAN 

This method can be used as a faster alternative to a typical TCP port scan, which is scanned 

by observing the host's response to TCP FIN packets to find a TCP port that is listed. The port 

is actually scanned without initializing the TCP connection, using a property that does not 

respond when the FIN is sent to the Listening port and sends a response only when it is sent to 

the Non-Listening port. 
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IGLOO Statistics 02 

Attack Pattern Detailed Analysis 

HTTP Login  

Brute Force 

This attack accesses the HTTP WEB service port(80) and repetitively inserts random 

strings through a Tool-Kit in order to find out the password for a specific ID(root, guest 

etc). Passwords which are easy to guess or are in an alphabetic/symbolic order are more 

prone to this attack. This attack can be prevented by using IDs and passwords over 6 

letters and by Filtering data from the HTTP port(80/TCP). 

Multi Packet  

Inspection 

A Multi Packet Inspection is a rule that occurs within the IPS of a specified company and 

detects using the automated pattern learning defense mechanism set-up within the IPS. It 

denies access for a certain amount of time if a packet, which exceeds the bytes PPS set-

up by the IPS, is injected. 

ICMP Smurf 

This attack pattern is a DoS attack which transmits a defaced packet to the destination 

server through an ECHO command to third party systems. A Source IP Address is 

generated as the target's destination IP and an ICMP ECHO Packet is transmitted to a 

random Broadcast Address. If the ICMP traffic being transmitted from the router to the IP 

broadcast address is not filtered, all the hosts within the network will respond to the ICMP 

Echo request. This may cause hosts which contain a Spoofing IP to overload due to the 

ICMP REPLY Packet. 

MS WINS Server  

Registration  

Spoofing Vuln-1 

[Req](UDP-137) 

This attack occurs while a name is being registered on the Windows WINS server and the 

NetBIOS is not inspected thoroughly enough. Through this vulnerability, the attacker is 

capable of redirecting the victims internet traffic through web proxy spoofing to a 

specified domain. 

Dcom_TCP_Sweep 

(MSBlaster Worm  

Messenger) 

W32.Blaster.Worm is a type of worm which spreads by exploiting the DCOM RPC Buffer 

Overflow vulnerability. If TCP/135 port is opened and if it is found to be vulnerable, the 

worm will infect the system. The infected system activates TCP/4444 port to download 

malicious file, "mblase.exe“ from the host server using TFTP and registers it to the registry. 

During this process, network traffic on the infected system may increase. 
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1. Synopsis 

Security Operation Center 

Security Analysis Team 

IGLOO Analysis Report 03 

In 2013, Russian Security Company Kaspersky Labs, reported on a North Korean APT(Advanced Persistent 

Threat) attack group. The name is ‘Kimsuky’. Since then people have bene calling the organization ‘Kimsuky’. 

The Kimsuky Apt group first got notoriety back in 2014 when they successfully carried out an attack on South 

Korea’s KHNP (Korea Hydro & Nuclear Power) when they were carrying out a network separation operation. 

Since then, the Kimsuky Apt group has been carrying out against South Korea even until today. 

This report will deal with the Kimsuky APT group’s attack scenarios and characteristics. This report will also 

include an analysis on the new Operation KimsuKEE. 
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2. Kimsuky APT Group Analysis 

[Figure 3-1] Kimsuky APT Group’s attack scenario 

1) Kimsuky APT Group Attack Scenario 

[Figure 3-1] shows Kimsuky APT Group's general attack scenario. 

2) Correlation between the Kimsuky APT Group and Cyber Kill Chain 

[Table 3-1] shows the Kimsuky APT Group Attack strategy in correlation to each Cyber Kill Chain component. 

Cyber Kill Chain Kimsuky APT Group’s Attack Strategy 

Phase 4 Exploitation HWP Exploit 
Utilizing the PostScript execution vulnerability within the 

Hangul Word Processor (HWP) 

Phase 5 Installation 

Dropper 
Generating additional malicious codes from the .rsrc 

region within the PE file 

Downloader 
Downloading additional malicious codes after accessing 

the malicious code source 

Phase 6 C & C Data leakage 
C2 server transmission after key logging and stealing 

system related information 

[표 3-1] Correlation between Kimsuky APT Group and Cyber Kill Chain 

Pirating icon/extension 

HWP Exploit 

Resource Area 

Malicious Code Source 

Final Malicious 

Code 

Automated 

execution 

registration 

Window title System related info. 

Keyboard insert value 

Info. theft 

C2 Server 
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[Table 3-2] Kimsuky APT Group sample 

3) Kimsuky APT Group sample 

[Table 3-2] is a sample of the Kimsuky APT Group’s malicious code. 

Code number KIMSUKY-04 is Kimsuky Apt Group’s latest sample specially named Operation KimsuKEE. 

4) Exploitation strategy of Kimsuky APT Group: HWP Exploit 

Diagrams [3-2] and [3-3] are the codes for the HWP Exploit code used by the Kimsuky APT Group. It consists 

of a ① shell code implemented by PostScript and ② shell codes which run the PostScript command. 

[Diagram 3-2] HWP Exploit code (KIMSUKY-01) 

CODE File Name 
File 
Type 

MD5 

KIMSUKY-01 
2018년도 

국정감사계획서-
수정(안).hwp 

HWP 98B68C2F2FDC67DB371BB6783B811C8F 

KIMSUKY-02 favicon2.ico.exe 
Win64 
EXE 

E0C5BF2CD4BEC075F442323DF79A526F 

KIMSUKY-03 190101-신년사_평가.exe 
Win32 
EXE 

E9C1DEC196441577816D85DC304D702D 

KIMSUKY-04 
3.17 미국의 편타곤 비밀 

국가안보회의.hwp 
HWP 92756CCC7C91B09B8B098E02C2F5AAE6 

[Diagram 3-3] HWP Exploit code (KIMSUKY-04) 

The Kimsuky APT Group’s HWP Exploit process can be summarized as shown below. 

① Perform HWP Exploit by running PostScript when viewing Hangul document 

② Load shell code memory included in the HWP Exploit code 

③ Run the shell code loaded in the memory 
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[Figure 3-4] Dropper (KIMSUKY-03) 

5) Kimsuky APT Group’s Installation Strategy: Dropper, Downloader 

Kimsuky APT Group’s Installation strategy is as follows. 

① The Dropper method which utilizes the Win32 API to generate additional malicious codes from the .rsrc 

domain within the PE file. 

② The Downloader method which utilizes the Win32 API to download additional malicious codes by 

accessing the source of the malicious codes. 

6) Kimsuky APT Group’s C & C Strategy : Information theft 

The main C&C strategies of the Kimsuky APT group are ① system related information theft and ② 

keyboard insert value theft. The 2 types of stolen information is sent to the hacker’s C2 server. 

[Figure 3-6] System related information theft [Figure 3-7] Keyboard insert value theft 

[Figure 3-5] Downloader (KIMSUKY-02) 
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3. Analysis on Operation KimsuKEE 

1) Attack scenario Analysis 

Before analyzing the Operation KimsuKEE, let’s compare Operation KimsuKEE attack scenario [Figure 3-9] to 

the original Kimsuky APT attack scenario [Figure 3-8]. 

[Table 3-3] shows the difference between the two attack scenarios shown above. 

[Table 3-3] Attack strategy comparison 

[Figure 3-8] Original Kimsuky APT attack scenario [Figure 3-9] Operation KimsuKEE attack scenario 

Order Original Kimsuky APT attack scenario Operation KimsuKEE attack scenario 

1 Dropper/Downloader utilizes Win32 API Download through a normal process 

2 Final malicious code in PE format Final malicious code in None-PE format 

3 Final malicious code in File format Final malicious code in Fileless format 

From a security standpoint, Operation KimsuKEE’s different strategy calls for the following: 

① Endpoint Security Solution: necessity to detect whether the normal program is misused due to the 

malicious code 

② Network Security Solution: necessity to block malicious scripts running on the network 
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2) Block Diagram of the Operation KimsuKEE malicious code 

[Figure 3-10] Block diagram of the malicious code 
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3) Detailed analysis on Operation KimsuKEE 

Operation KimsuKEE begins when the Hangul Word Processor (HWP) document is opened and the HWP 

Exploit code is activated which in turn executes the shell code. 

[Figure 3-11] Shellcode within the PostScript 

Unlike the original Kimsuky APT Group attack strategy, which utilized the Win32 API, a shell code executed 

through a PostScript utilizes mshta.exe, a normal process, to access the malicious code source #1. 

[Figure 3-12] Accessing the malicious code source through normal process 
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In Operation KimsuKEE, the malicious code source is accessed in stages until the final malicious code is 

generated. The HTTP response message of the malicious code source #1 is a VBA Script in a Fileless 

format. The said VBA Script is redirected to the malicious code source #2 and executed the HTTP response 

message. 

[Figure 3-13] Malicious code source #1 HTTP response message 
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The HTTP response message of the malicious code source #2 is a VBA Script in a Fileless format. The 

prevalent malicious activities are as follows. 

① Disabling security setting macros for MS Office/Excel 

② System related information theft and C2 server transmission 

③ Registration of malicious code automation 

[Figure 3-14] Disabling security setting macros for MS Office Word/Excel 

[Figure 3-15] System Information theft / encryption / transmission 

Unlike the original strategy which utilized Win32 API, the system information is stolen purely through 

Windows shell commands. The stolen information is as follows. 

① Domain name 

② Computer name 

③ Network adaptor information 

④ User account list 

⑤ List of files within major directories 

Order List of major directories Major directory path 

1 64-bit program list %programfiles% 

2 32-bit program list %programfiles% (x86) 

3 Start menu %programdata%\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu 

4 Start program %programdata%\Microsoft\Windows\Start Menu\Programs 

5 Recently opened files %appdata%\Microsoft\Windows\Recent 

⑥ List of currently active processes 

⑦ List of Windows services 

⑧ List of environmental variants 
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The stolen information is saved as a ttmp.log file as shown in [Figure 3-16]. Later on, when the Base64 

encoding is complete, the information is saved as a ttmp0.log file through the certutil command of the 

PowerShell Script. 

[Figure 3-18] Registered automatic execution 

[Figure 3-16] ttmp.log file [Figure 3-17] ttmp0.log file 

In order to continue the malicious activity, a Powershell command which forces the system to access the 

malicious code source #3 on every reboot, is registered in the registry. 
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The HTTP response message of the malicious code source #3 is a VBA Script in a Fileless format. The 

VBA Script is then redirected to the malicious code source #4 and the HTTP response message is executed. 

[Figure 3-19] Malicious code source #3 HTTP response message 

The HTTP response message of the malicious code source #4 is a VBA Script in a Fileless format. The 

final malicious code, a PowerShell based Key Logger malicious code is executed after accessing the 

malicious code source #5. 

[Figure 3-20] Malicious code source #4 HTTP response message 
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The final malicious code, driving.ps1, is activated through the None-PE based Fileless format and the 

major malicious activities are as follows. 

① Active Windows title / key logging 

② System related information theft 

③ C2 server transmission 

[Figure 3-21] Windows title / key logging [Figure 3-22] C2 server transmission 

4. Conclusion 

Operation KinsuKEE is different from the original Kimsuky APT Group’s prior strategies in that it utilizes 

None-PE based Fileless format malicious Scripts through access to malicious code sources in phases. 

It also attempts to bypass Security Solutions’ API based malicious activity detection by minimizing the usage 

of Win32 API. 

However, the APT attack is utilizing the HWP Exploit method, which already has a countermeasure and the 

main function of the Apt attack, which is key logging, is still utilizing Win32 API 
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Therefore the following countermeasures are recommended. 

[Figure 3-23] Latest version update 

① Updating Hancom Office to 

the latest version. 

② Anti-virus product real-time inspection and update 

③ Detection and blocking of IoC information on the Firewall and IPS 

[Start]  

｜ 

[Hangul and Computer] 

｜ 

 [Hancom automatic update] 

Order File name MD5 

1 3.17 미국의 편타곤 비밀 국가안보회의.hwp 92756CCC7C91B09B8B098E02C2F5AAE6 

2 tmp.bat 9E49C982BE9BDA85980861C7F5B8493D 

3 driving.ps1 617372010E9665CF8267F629E6D55FFF 

Order IP Address URL Address 

1 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/price/com/first.hta 

2 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/kcp/js/com/expres.php?op=1 

3 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/kcp/js/com/moonx.hta 

4 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/kcp/js/com/expres.php?op=2 

5 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/kcp/js/com/cow.php?op=0 

6 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/kcp/js/com/driving.ps1 

7 110.4.107.244 hxxp://jmable[.]mireene[.]com/shop/kcp/js/com/upload.php 

[Table 3-4] IP/URL information 

[Table 3-5] File information 
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SIEM Guide 04 

1. Synopsis 

Our systems are always exposed to attacks such as penetration by malicious crackers, forgery/alteration of 

key data, and normal service interruptions. To prevent this, personnel in charge of corporate security should 

identify what is wrong with the current system and manage whether the entity's internal assets are exposed to.  

In this month’s report, we will find out how the Smart[Guard] solutions carryout real-time identification of IT 

asset vulnerabilities, deployment of an external threat prevention and proactive response system by 

integrating the SIEM solution with Smart[Guard]. 

2. Utilizing Smart[Guard] integrate with the SIEM solution 

Smart[Guard] is a security assessment automation 

solution that integrates the existing separate IT asset 

management and vulnerability assessments. Existing 

IT asset management systems were more focused on 

asset management functions rather than being 

focused on the ability to continuously manage the 

vulnerabilities of systems held by agencies, which 

made it difficult to check IT assets one at a time. To 

overcome these problems, Smart[Guard] provides the 

ability to quickly and easily check the status of IT 

assets, assess security vulnerabilities, and check 

compliance with patch results. 

1) What is Smart[Guard]? 

The SPiDER TM V5.0 is the integration of IGLOO SECURITY’s security 

management experience and Big Data utilization capability into an 

integrated security management solution. It is capable of increasing 

promptness and efficiency in security management process and viewing 

the network infrastructure as a whole through the unified security 

management environment from the initial log detection to network, packet 

analysis. 

Tech Support Center 

Tech Support Team 1 
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▶ Assessment management > Asset/Agent management – Asset management page registered in Smart[Guard] 

2) Smart[Guard] asset assessment 

• Prepare for security assessment by registering major servers that are linked to the SIEM as assets, so 

they may be assessed by Smart[Guard]. 

• Pre-asset registration is required to assess security vulnerabilities, and a total of four steps are required 

for the registration. 

▶ Smart[Guard]’s range of vulnerability assessment 

• Vulnerabilities can be assessed for registered assessment devices. 

• Vulnerability assessment devices target a range of products and are classified into 'OS', 'WEB', 'WAS', 

'NETWORK', 'DB‘, 'security‘ etc. and are applicable to about 60 different types of IT infrastructure assets. 

In addition, customized diagnostics are available for each type of IT infrastructure asset.  

→ Step 1 – Register basic device information such as Device IP, Access Port, Access account.. 

→ Step 2 – Check the assessment result from registered device information 

→ Step 3 – Record additional device information, such as WEB and DB, that require a detailed inspection 

among the information that needs to be assessed. 

→ Step 4 – Install agent and check results to actually assess the identified target information. 

OS DBMS WAS WEB Network Security 
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▶ Diagnosis management > Assessment – show the vulnerability assessment list of Smart[Guard] 

• After accessing the Smart[Guard] Web UI, a vulnerability assessment was carried out.  

• Clicking on the ‘Run Assessment' menu under the Assessment Management and clicking on the ‘Search' 

button on the right after inputting the IP of the equipment under Diagnosis, will show the corresponding 

LIST. 

 ▶ Assessment request/ result screen  

• When you select an item to be assessed from LIST, and click the “Assessment" button in the center, the 

Assessment result screen is shown as a pop-up. The relevant window will show the results of the 

assessment request being made as normal. 

• Having completed the assessment, The subject of assessment goes back to the initial page and shows 

the security compliance of items to be assessed. 

Succes

s 

Succes

s 

Succes

s 
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• Gathering Smart[Guard] assessment results through the DB data storage program SpDbReader 

• When Smart[Guard] performs a assessment on registered assets, the final results are stored in the 

Smart[Guard] DB. Assessment information (Assessment Date, Asset IP, Assessment Ratio, Number of 

Assessment Passes, Number of Assessment Failures) is stored and the response values are stored as a 

FILE using the SpDbReader of the SIEM server. At this time, the following information must be verified in 

advance in order to receive assessment results through the SpDbReader. 

• These include the DB product name (mysql, oracle, etc., DB name (SID), Smart[Guard] IP, DB port, 

account, and password. 

1) Converting Smart[Guard] assessment results into SIEM Data (Categorized DB) 

• In order to save the Smart[Guard] assessment results, extracted from FILE through the SpDbReader, in 

the SIEM, the data first needs to be parsed. The original FILE can saved and modified into SIEM data 

through data parsing. 

• Create a parser in Management > Setting management > Log parser management. Then, register it at 

Management > Setting management > Log source management page. 

• Once SIEM data has been saved through parsing, additional work should be done to generate the stored 

data into the categorized DB. 

3. Using the Smart[Guard] assessment information 
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▶ Management > Setting management > categorized DB management –  showing categorized DB list  

• Go to the Management > Setting management > Categorized DB management and click the ‘create a new 

table’ button. 

• In order to specify column values when creating a list DB table, you must create the same fields as the 

pre-relevant column names, and similarly, SIEM must collect information from the corresponding fields 

before it can be created as a categorized DB. 

• Once a categorized DB has been created, it should eventually be generated so that Smart[Guard] 

assessment results data can be stored in the categorized DB. 

▶  Management > Setting management > Single alarm management > Categorizing Rule – showing 

categorize RULE LIST for Categorized DB activation 

• Select the “Categorizing Rules" tab on the Management > Settings Management > Single Alarm 

Management page and register the listing rules through the "Registering Rule" button. Enter the items 

'Rule Name', 'Risk', 'Cycle of occurrence', ‘Log source', 'Conditioning' and ‘Categorizing DB' respectively. 

At this point, 'log source' can be selected for Smart[Guard] data collection, and ‘Categorizing DB' can be 

selected for the Categorizing DB table created in the preceding process. 

• If data that meets the conditions of the listing rule is introduced after the registration and activation of the 

listing rule, the listing DB table stores data that matches the DB column of the data. 
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2) Correlation analysis registration utilizing  

Smart[Guard] Assessment information categorizing DB 

• The correlation scenarios for utilizing Smart[Guard] Assessment information are as follows: 

A. Detects attempts to access Major servers from blacklist IP. 

B. Risk alarm if security assessment rate of destination major server is not 100%. 

C. Smart[Guard] takes action on the security vulnerabilities of major servers. 

▶ Management > Operation management > Asset management – Major server registration LIST showing 

• SIEM has major server registration feature for managing major servers. This major server registration 

feature can be leveraged to enable intensive monitoring of major monitored servers. 

• Let's access the SPiDER TM V5.0 (SIEM) Web UI management page and register your major servers. 

• Click on the Asset Management menu under Operation Management and then click on the 'Register major 

servers' button on the right, and the registration screen for major critical servers will be executed with pop-

up windows. 
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▶ Management > Operation management > Asset management > Major server group management 

 – Add a group for major server registration  

• When you click "Manage major server groups" in the major server registration pop-up window, a pop-up 

will be launched to register major server groups. Fill in the 'Group Name' tab and 'Contents' tab within the 

pop-up window and add the group with the 'Add' button. 

 
▶ Management > Operation management > Asset management > Major server registration – Major server 

registration information add POP UP 

• In the major server registration page, can type the following information. 

‘Service name', 'IP Address', 'OS Type', 'OS Name', 'OS Version', ‘Related Corp.', ‘Risk', ‘Description', 

‘Purpose', 'AP In charge', 'OS In charge', ‘Group name ' 

• The values required to be entered are shown in orange color for 'Service Name' and 'IP Address'. For 

other ‘OS types’, 'OS name' and 'OS version', Smart[Guard] can be linked and entered. 

• In case of registered major server, shown in the ‘Server search list’ tab from operation management. 

• Once registered major server, register an alarm using major server information. 
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▶ Management > Setting management > Single alarm management – Showing Single alarm List 

• In order to proceed with the correlation analysis, a single alarm that is the basis for the correlation analysis 

must be registered first. 

• Register a single alarm which will become a basis for the correlation analysis ‘Rule register’ menu In 

Management > Setting management > single alarm management page.  

• In order to register single alarm, need to write down following information. 

→ Rule name – typing the rule name (1 ~ 500 bytes) 

→ Credibility – typing credibility of the rule (type 1 ~ 10 - indicate as dangerous according to version)  

→ Occurrence period – Enter the frequency of the rule (set in basic minutes, insert the following sec, etc. statement after 

unit change) 

→ Number of occurrences – enter a distribution plot for an alarm or how many or more rules are established. 

→ Log source – select the log source or log type to which the rule applies (real time, direct query, database setup is 

possible) 

→ Conditioning – call the object pop-up screen to which the conditions of the rule apply (enable to register and apply 

objects on the pop-up screen) 

→ Direct Input – Enter conditions that are difficult to define as objects directly into query format (operators are the same 

as the operator of the object). 

→ Including condition – Use including Origin/Destination IP, Port and PROTOCOL (~ Units and ranges can be specified 

through operator) 

→ Excluding condition – Use excluding Origin/Destination IP, Port and PROTOCOL (~ Units and ranges can be specified 

through operator) 

→ Equal condition – Use specific fields by group (specified through field specified POPUP) 

→ Other settings – alarm functions such as mail, SNMP, SMS, script, and voice mail (but mail and SMS require product 

link) 

▶ Management > Setting management > Single alarm management > Rule registration – condition typing to 

create the alarm 

• Click the value of the 'conditions' item to specify the basic conditions for performing the correlation analysis. 
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▶ Management > Setting management > Single alarm management > Condition definition – Alarm object 

registration screen 

• The first scenario, ‘define conditions' of major server detection alarms in the blacklist, is as follows. 

• 's_ip' = gm [select ip as s_ip from is_blacklist_ip] s_ip (Blacklist IP Detection Using GM Query) 

• 'd_ip' = gm [select ip as d_ip from capital_server] d_ip (Major server Detection Using GM Query) 

• 'status' = 102 (Block) 

• In the second scenario, ‘define conditions' of the alarm when the security assessment rate of the destination 

major server is not 100% is as follows. 

• 'd_ip' = gm [select d_info as d_ip from SNET_REPORT_HOST_IP where AUDIT_RATE != '100'] d_ip (IP 

extraction with a assessment rate of less than 100 using GM query (List)) 

▶ Management > Setting management > Single alarm management –  Showing single alarm list 

• Once finished rule registration, should set a correlation alarm based on the registration 
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▶ Management > Setting management > Correlation analysis registration – showing Correlation analysis registration 

POP UP 

▶ Management > Setting management > Correlation analysis management> Correlation analysis registration – Input 

correlation analysis registration condition 

▶ Management > Setting management > Correlation analysis management – Showing Correlation alarm LIST 

• Once individual single alarm registrations have been completed, should be registered based on itself. 

• On the Management > Setting management > Correlation analysis management, click the 'Register correlation 

analysis' button in the upper right corner to go to the correlation registration pop-up. 

• After selecting a single alarm sequentially that will be based on the first and second stage, respectively, the level of a 

single alarm that will be based on the second stage is adjusted. 

• Once the level adjustment is complete, the succession condition is added, where it is designated as destination IP 

(major server). 
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▶ Security monitoring > Real-time monitoring > Correlation analysis - Monitor registered correlation 

• A correlation alarm occurs when data that conforms to the scenario is introduced after the correlation 

registration is completed. 

• This will be notified to the person in charge through SMS or E-MAIL registered with the alarm, and the 

person in charge will proceed with the vulnerability actions of the device through Smart[Guard] to prevent 

the detection of vulnerabilities from the outside. 

3) Vulnerability action through the Smart[Guard] 

▶ Assessment management > Assessment history – Showing assessment result LIST 

• Once Smart[Guard] completes the vulnerability assessment, the results and action guides are stored. 

• The saved vulnerability assessment results can be found in assessment management > Assessment 

history, and the detailed results can be checked by double-clicking the View Assessment Results button. 
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▶ Assessment management > Assessment history > See the assessment result – Showing Vulnerabilities by 

assessed Item LIST  

• The detailed screen of the assessment results shows the vulnerability status of each assessed item 

corresponding to each assessment criteria. 

• Once double-click the vulnerability state, the action guide for that vulnerability is shown. 

▶ Assessment management > View assessment history > Details – Showing Notice about status of the 

vulnerability, reasons, action 
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▶ Deep collaboration needs between Smart[Guard] and SIEM 

Most of the malware that has been active recently is exploiting the security vulnerability of software. Security 

updates and vulnerability management to respond to these security threats are also receiving much attention. 

 

We hope that responding to vulnerability measures through links between Smart[Guard] and SIEM will be the 

answer, and this requires a close data link between the two solutions. 

 

Currently, Smart[Guard] checks the vulnerability assessment results data and performs the security system 

manually following the generated alarm, but in the future, it will be possible to perform the more effective 

security system with synergies between the Smart[Guard] and SIEM if the important server registered in the 

SIEM and the asset information data from Smart[Guard] are automatically assessed in conjunction with the 

analysis data from the SIEM. 

 

4. Conclusion 
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1. Synopsis 

Some of the most well-known programs we use when writing documents are MS Word and Excel. These 

document files contain various functions such as "Macro" or "JS," "Java" or "VBS," and attackers use the 

characteristics of these functions to install and distribute malicious code within files that seem normal. 

In this monthly report, let's look at the Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) function, which has been used to 

distribute malicious code to attackers steadily since the second half of 2017, as shown in [Figure 5-1], and the 

risks to that function, and how to respond to it. 

Tech Note 05 

[Figure 5-1] News reporting on DDE (Reference: Boan News) 

Security Operation Center 

Security Analytics Team 

‘Samsung Mobile Transmit’ mail disguised remote control malicious code appears 

Attack group ‘Goal maker’ which use no malware at all 

Vaccine program bypassing malicious Excel program 
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1) Definition of DDE 

The Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) is used for Windows operating systems to transfer data between 

applications for your convenience. For example, this function is used in various applications such as Excel 

and VisualBasic as well as Word as a function that allows data to be imported and used from Excel files when 

viewing Word files. 

2. DDE(Dynamic Data Exchange) 

2) Case Study of Malicious behavior using DDE 

Let’s check the actual cases of the malicious distribution and malicious behavior using DDE,  

① Malicious code infection (2017.11) by running PowerShell Scripts using MS Word Document DDE 

An attacker used the DDE function of the MS Word document to execute the PowerShell, download and 

distribute malicious code from the website with a PowerShell script. 

[Figure 5-2] Example of malicious behavior 
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② Data leaks through the use normal tools (2018.10) 

Once a malicious office document is sent and opened, DDE functions can execute commands within the 

system. These system commands remotely manipulate the system by downloading and executing 

malicious files. 

[Figure 5-4] Example of malicious behavior  

(Reference : IGLOO Analysis Report, Monthly Security Report March edition) 

③ Malicious attachment disguised as mail, transmitted from a ‘Samsung mobile’ device (2019.02) 

Attach an Excel file to a 

mail, disguised as a 

mobile transmission mail 

to prompt a download. As 

soon as you view the 

attachment and execute 

the macro, it connects 

itself to the malicious 

code distribution site and 

downloads and infects the 

file. 

[Figure 5-3] Example of malicious behavior process 

The characteristics 

of this case appear 

to be a normal 

process, not only 

using commonly 

used tools but also 

due to the running 

within memory. 
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Like these cases, DDE features can execute different processes with the risk of downloading or executing 

malicious files over the Internet. 

So let's go through a simple example using DDE function which was mentioned above. 

 

In MS Word, I added the field used to insert the formula, and entered the program path to run on the field 

value, as shown in [Figure 5-5]. In the example below, I entered the command that I wanted executed by the 

command window. 

3. Example of program execution using DDE function 

[Figure 5-5] DDE function example_01 

When we attempt to view a file with the command entered, we will first be asked if the data is connected 

within the document, and in most cases we will press Enter button or unconditionally press Yes without 

checking the text in the message window. 

[Figure 5-6] DDE function example_02 
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Similarly, after clicking on the first "Yes," another message window appears on whether to execute the 

applications contained within the document. 

[Figure5-7] ] DDE function example_03 

If we click "Yes" in any such generated message window, the calculator program (calc.exe) is executed as 

shown in [Figure 5-8] below. 

[Figure 5-8] ] DDE function example_04 
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In addition, changing the apparent field value to an arbitrary value does not change the value of the field 

property. Therefore the attacker makes the character very small or writes as if it were the original content so 

the user does not easily notice what command factors are present. 

[Table 5-1] Before/After changing the field value 

Before After 

Field value The end of ! formula is invalid. Random value (TEST for example) 

Field code 

value 
You want to execute the program path, command, etc.. 

Then let's find out what countermeasures we can take. Note that the following data is based on Office2013. 

4. Countermeasures 

1) Check the file extension and the notification window when you accessing the file 

First, if you have documents that include DDE or macro functions, the extensions should be *.docx, *.xlsm. 

However, the extension may be normal and users should look carefully at the contents of the notification 

window, as shown in [Figure 5-9]. 

The picture above shows a notification window that occurs when a word file is viewed, and consists of a link 

that is referenced in the file. The popups also asks whether to run the application planted by the attacker, so 

the user should check more carefully and press 'No' for suspicious programs. 

[Figure 5-9] Notification window that is generated when viewing word files 
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2) Setting limits on DDE in file options 

[Figure 5-10] Option setting in word file 

① Word program 

For word programs, turn off the check box in the ‘file > option> advanced > general > automatic update 

connection when opening a document‘ to prevent automatic connection to the referenced link. 

[Figure 5-11] Option setting in Excel file 

② Excel program 

For Excel programs, turn on check box in the ‘file > option> advanced > general > Ignore other 

applications that use DDE (Dynamic Data Exchange)‘ to prevent execution of other applications. 
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3) Chainging registry value according to Microsoft advice 

[Table 5-2] DWORD registry value in Word 

① For changing the DDE function in Word 

a. Move to  \HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft \Office & version\ 

Word \Security AllowDDE (DWORD) in the Registry Editor. 

b. Change the AllowDDE value. 

Finally, Microsoft's recommendation is to restrict DDE functions using the Registry Editor. 

Because DDE is a function, not a vulnerability, it is recommended to set a limit on the scope of 

automatic updates rather than the direction in which it is removed. 

AllowDDE (DWORD) = 0 Disable DDE (Default setting after updates) 

AllowDDE (DWORD) = 1 
Allow DDE requests to running programs, prevent DDE requests that need to 

start another execution program 

AllowDDE (DWORD) = 2 Allow all DDE related requests 

[Table 5-3] DisableDDEServerLaunch Registry value in Excel 

② For changing the DDE function in Excel 

a. Move to  \HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft \Office & version \ 

Excel\Security DisableDDEServerLaunch(DWORD ) in the Registry Editor. 

b. Change the DisableDDEServerLaunch value. 

DisableDDEServerLaunch = 0 
Keep DDE server startup settings the same as initial behavior (default 

after installing updates) 

DisableDDEServerLaunch = 1  

Does not display a dialog box where user can choose whether to start a 

particular DDE server, instead acting as if you selected the default selection, 

NO. 

[Table 5-4] DisableDDEServerLookup Registry value in Excel 

a. Move to \HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Office & version \ 

Excel\Security DisableDDEServerLookup (DWORD) in the Registry Editor. 

c. Change the DisableDDEServerLookup value. 

DisableDDEServerLookup = 0  
Keep the DDE server lookup settings the same as the initial behavior (default 

after installing updates) 

DisableDDEServerLookup = 1  
Disable queries for DDE server availability 

 - Do not attempt to query to locate DDE server 
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[1] ADV170032 | Microsoft Office Update  

https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance/advisory/ADV170021 

 

[2] Blocking or unblocking external content from Office documents 

https://support.office.com/ko-kr/article/office-%EB%AC%B8%EC%84%9C%EC%97%90%EC%84%9C-

%EC%99%B8%EB%B6%80-%EC%BD%98%ED%85%90%EC%B8%A0-%EC%B0%A8%EB%8B%A8-

%EB%98%90%EB%8A%94-%EC%B0%A8%EB%8B%A8-%ED%95%B4%EC%A0%9C-10204ae0-0621-

411f-b0d6-575b0847a795 

 

[3] MS Word Document DDE Vulnerability Exploitation Warning 

http://www.zdnet.co.kr/view/?no=20171101115125 

 

[4] Found attack group ‘Goalmaker’ without any malware 

https://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=73586 

 

[5] Found malicious Excel files which bypass vaccine programs 

https://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=75635 

 

[6] ‘Samsung Mobile transmit’ mail disguised remote control malicious code appears 

https://www.boannews.com/media/view.asp?idx=76977 

5. Reference 
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Special Column 06 

There has been never free of information leak incidents. As a representative example, Yahoo's account 

information of about 500 million customers was stolen in 2016, and the U.S. presidential election in the same 

year also happened e-mail disclosure. According to one survey, 15 percent of companies around the world 

had serious information leak incidents. Fifteen percent may not be high percentage, but it cannot be 

considered low percentage since only the companies that disclosed the information leak case have put 

statistics on it. 

1. Synopsis 

Ongoing information leak incident, the concept of “ZeroTrust" is emerging. 

The name, which combines Zero, which means the number "0, and Trust," which means "believe" and "trust," 

starts with the concept of trusting nothing. 

This is a new concept that has emerged in a situation where it has to change into a form of pre-defense, 

rather than the way it was previously recovered as quickly as possible after the incident broke out. The 

biggest feature of the zero trust model is that it does not trust the internal network as well as the external 

network, and it always authenticates and connects to the application. Companies are shifting from an existing 

network-centered to a user-centered security model to clear issues arising from the rapid expansion of cloud 

and mobile network environment. As a result, speed and efficiency have become essential parts, and the 

zero-trust model is attracting attention when you need a flexible infrastructure and a solution that allows you 

to easily and securely access your applications from any device, anytime, anywhere. 

So, Let’s check the necessity and current situation about ZeroTrust. 

[Figure 6-1] ZERO TRUST (Reference : https://www.akamai.com) 

Security consulting Center 

Security consulting Team 1 
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According to the 2017 Cybersecurity Venture's annual cybercrime report, Worldwide damage from 

cybercrime is forecasted to $6 trillion by 2021, double the $3 trillion in damages in 2015. The problem is that 

while companies are investing more resources in cybersecurity, there are no signs that the extent of the 

damage. As existing perimeter-oriented security centered around the network failed to have much effect, 

companies began to look for new ways. The ZeroTrust model is attracting attention as a new solution, which 

is not only care about external intrusion also internal intrusion, to the data leakage prevention model, rather 

than the existing information security which cares only external threats.  

2. Why ZeroTrust? 

[Figure 6-2]  2017~2019 Worldwide Security Spending by Sector (US$1 million) 

(Reference : http://www.itworld.co.kr) 

Forrester's chief analyst, Cunningham, point out that “One of the biggest problems with IT security today is 

that it allows too many people internally to access. In other words, Over-Trust is the problem. We release 

information to anyone on the Internet. That's a fatal weakness in security, and at least in terms of security, too 

much trust is poison." With the rising of the new model, experts warn that companies should now have new 

thinking about security as well, as it has not been easy to maintain a completely cut-off iron fist from the 

outside world. 

Companies no longer operate isolated system networks through the data center, with some operating on the 

cloud and allowing multiple users, including employees, partners and customers, to freely access them from 

a variety of devices and locations. 

This means that users are shifting from network security to user-centered security in line with the current 

state of being accessible anywhere, without considering location and time. The zero trust model allows users 

to determine whether to trust a particular user or device, or application, to access the corporate system based 

on their location and other data. First, you need to know who the user is trying to access the system. Check 

whether the user is correct, by which end-point  tries to access through which end-point is secure and what 

the security status is. It may also allow conditional access authority in such a way that users are required to 

meet certain conditions to access a system. 

To this, the ZeroTrust model utilizes technologies such as multiple authentication, identity and access 

management (IAM), accounting access management, scoring, and file system accreditation. In addition, if 

you operate to allow each account only the minimum amount of access required for each task, the zero trust 

model will allow you to fully understand and control when, where, what and how you want to access. Like 

most IT today, ZeroTrust is not just a technology, but a set of processes and complex concepts that need to 

be recognized. 
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Implementing a ZeroTrust network is not easy. As a representative case, there are Google and Akamai. 

Unlike other companies, most companies apply Perimeter Model architecture ,Google tired to move away 

from the VPN and privilege network access models to its new zero-trust environment, Beyond Corp. and it 

took about 6 years. In this process, Google implemented redefining and reconfiguring task roles and 

classifications, building a completely new master inventory service for device tracking, improving visibility into 

apps, revamping policies for user authentication and access control, enterprise security model based on 

experience of always-verify network deployment, and zero-trust security concept. The access control function 

has been moved from the network boundary to individual devices, allowing employees to work safely from 

any location without using traditional VPNs. 

3. Current situation of ZeroTrust 

[Figure 6-3] Entire access process of ‘Beyond Corp’ (Reference : http://noplanlife.com/) 

As shown above, the Beyond Corp model provides access control only by analyzing various elements, 

including device and user authentication, without typical security device such as firewalls or VPNs. 

Beyond Corp. can be functionally divided into three parts. First, there is a device authentication. Google's 

system services for executives and employees are only accessible from authorized devices. Collects and 

analyzes various information related to the user's device and verifies that access is granted only on a secure 

device. After then, user authentication. As with device authentication, Company in-house systems are only 

accessible to authorized users. The Beyond Corp architecture works in conjunction with all Google's User 

and Group databases, reflecting user names, belonging, group, business category and user work location 

information. If employees change their jobs or change their personnel management, such as leaving the 

company, they will be reflected in the DB immediately to decide whether to allow access to the system. 

Finally, the approach control engine is responsible for analysing/judging the various elements mentioned 

above to allow or block access. It uses two types of data to block access: observational data such as user PC 

vulnerability scan results, OS version and patch status, SW list installed, and input data such as information 

registered on the device, DNS, DHCP and VLAN. The stability and suitability of each element of the 

observational and input data are determined to determine whether the Beyond Crop is accessible. 
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Currently, companies are paying attention to Akamai's ZeroTrust-based security solution, the remote access 

control solution EAA (Enterprise Application Access), and the malicious site access-blocking solution ETP 

(Enterprise Threat Protector). Unlike the large security threats that existed, EAA provides enterprises with 

application-level remote access through the cloud, as many existing employees could access from outside to 

the enterprise network other than the allowed VPN. A security solution that works by ensuring that only 

authorized users and devices have access to the internal applications that are needed, not the entire network, 

while closing all inbound firewall ports that are directed inward. ETP enhances security within the enterprise 

by detecting and blocking a variety of threats, including malware, ransomware, phishing and zero-day attacks 

using DNS. It is a security solution that detects and blocks all security threats through DNS on the cloud so 

that users and devices can connect securely anytime, anywhere. 

[Figure 6-4] Akamai’s ZeroTrust reference architecture (Reference : https://www.akamai.com) 

Web 

Malicious

Web 
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• Step 1 : Definition of ZeroTrust 

In terms of policy, the process of establishing goals and creating a roadmap to achieve those goals. To 

define what ‘ZeroTrust' and to decide how to implement ZeroTrust and related technologies. 

 

• Step 2 : Understanding of user experience  

In planning a zero-trust model, we should also consider the impact it will have on the user experience. 

This is because no user trusts any user without authentication and verification procedures, and thus 

depends significantly on the user's experience in using the system and data. 

 

• Step 3 : Select suitable architecture 

There are 3 ways to implement ZeroTrust, we should check the advantage and the disadvantage of it and 

select the way which fits the purpose. 

 

• Step 4 : Introduce demanding and accurate authentication procedures for users and devices 

The biggest difference between ZeroTrust and other security is that the security implementation 

mechanism focuses on the systems and applications itself that are targeted, not on the periphery of the 

network. 

Followings are consideration of authentication procedure  

 Grant access authority through strengthen password by MFA (Multi Factor Authentication) and 

additional authentication procedures 

 Requires a system that enables authorized users to register and verify their devices 

 Set minimal security requirements for device authentication and ensure that only devices that meet 

these criteria have access to the network 

 

• Step 5 : Preparing for problems 

Implement and manage integrated authentication and access control systems, and identify all applications 

that provide an access date to important data. In addition, all rights granted to users should be temporary, 

time-limited, managed to be automatically obliterated, and prepared for problems. 

 

At the "RSA Conference2019," the world's largest security conference held annually in San Francisco, the 

“ZeroTrust" model has been highlighted by global security trends, and more companies are introducing 

ZeroTrust models according to changing IT trends. 

4. ZeroTrust Implementation Phase 

As companies strive for a ZeroTrust model, several experts have defined the steps to introduce a ZeroTrust 

model in five stages. Let's look at the steps to introduce a zero-trust model from now on. 

▶ 5 Steps for ZeroTrust implementation 
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While companies implemented network based security system like a firewall to protect IT infrastructure in the 

past, It is getting meaningless to distinguish between internal and external IT infrastructures as of cloud is 

expanding nowadays. As many companies move their IT infrastructures to the cloud, the Zero Trust model is 

drawing attention as boundaries between internal and external networks disappear. Continued education is 

needed to move away from the past when we were trained to trust our internal environment and now we can 

question in our internal environment. In addition, all users and devices should be authenticated and 

permissions verified in a 'verified and untrusted' manner, rather than in a 'trusted but verified' manner. We 

believe that this fundamental change in the security system will prevent incidents such as numerous security 

incidents that have occurred in the past. 

5. Conclusion 
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Focus on IGLOO Security 06 

Igloo Security Co., Ltd held Cyber security workshop with Expo 2020 Dubai & 

DarkMatter 

[1st, April, 2019] Igloo security will start business in Middle east which is one of the rapidly growing security market in 

the world. 

Igloo Security Co., Ltd. (CEO: Lee Deuk-Choon) said that it had held an cyber security workshop with 

DarkMatter(darkmatter.ae)' which shares the experience and know-how gained from the PyeongChang Winter 

Olympics. Through cooperation with Dark Matter, the official partner of the Dubai Expo, the company plans to focus on 

exporting Igloo security's security experience and know-how to the Middle East market. 

 

Dakmatters highly evaluated Igloo security which was responsible for the information security system at the 

PyeongChang Winter Olympic Games and has continued to expand national infrastructure in the Middle East and have 

provided stable information security solutions and services to international events. 

 

As part of an advanced contract with Dark Matter on March 14, the workshop held at the Igloo security headquarters 

was attended by 20 people, including Eric Eifert, senior vice president of Dark Matter's security monitoring business 

division, and Park Chan-ki, head of the Middle East office of the Korea Internet & Security Agency. Igloo security shared 

its experience and know-how gained from the PyeongChang Winter Olympics', and discussed ways to consult on 

information security optimized for the UAE public cyber security market. 

 

"By working closely with Dark Matter, which has many UAE government agencies as its customers, we will inform our 

name to the Middle East security market that is accelerating growth and make all-out efforts to export advanced security 

capabilities that have been accumulated for many years to the Middle East market," said Lee Deuk-choon, CEO of Igloo 

security. 

- Igloo Security held cyber security workshop with DarkMatter an official partner of Expo 2020 Dubai . 

- Share the experiences and know-how gained from the PyeongChang Olympics as an CERT team .  

- Will focus on exporting security experience and know-how to the middle east market. 

<Picture. The Cyber Security Workshop held at the Igloo Security Headquarters in Munjeong-dong, Seoul, 

officials including Lee Deuk-Choon, the CEO of Igloo security (fifth from left), Eric Eifert, senior vice president of 

Dark Matter's security monitoring business division (second from right), and Park Chan-ki, head of the Middle 

East Office of the Korea Internet & Security Agency (first from right) are taking pictures.> 
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